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"With such a unique approach there is always a danger that step-by-step projects will lead to slavish

emulation, but the ones here really do give you a chance to put all Glyn's ideas into your own

practice." Ã¢â‚¬â€•The Artist (January 2013)"Glyn is remarkably good at explaining what he does

and why he does it. There are demonstrations here and, although they ought to feel stilted, they're

actually as fresh and inspiring as the man himself." Ã¢â‚¬â€•Paint (January 2013)

Glyn Macey is a professional artist who has featured in several DVDs and books about his art and

travels.

I try to review a book as to how well done I think it is and not necessarily whether or not it fits my

style. Mr Macey likes collage - I don't particularly care for it in most forms. But I think he uses it very

well. His writing in general is personal and up-beat. Even his "humdrum" section, the one with all the

materials you need and blah-blah, is done with a personal tone which makes it worth reading.His

section on "how-to" is well varied but he doesn't hold your hand. He does assume you do know a

little of what he's talking about; and while there are a number of examples for each, he doesn't take

it step-by-step.Mr Macey paints on a large scale which uses a lot of paint but he doesn't assume



you have tons of extra cash lying around even in his recommendations for purchases. His

instructions can easily be adapted for a smaller canvas.All in all, I liked the book and would

recommend it for the advanced beginner on up.

I am already good at abstract painting, just needed to go deeper in my creative brain! This book is

the book to crack open that part of the brain! The artist's in this book are making it too easy for us to

take our painting straight to the edge! For all mediums if you ask me, not just acrylic!

I love this book and have used it time and time again. Give very good instruction on how to achieve

the techniques used.

Nice informative book. fast shipping too

good ideas

Love this book. Inspirational techniques.

good book

I love this book, great new ideas for acrylics. I will definitely try to reproduce some paintings. Great

step by step demonstrations.
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